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source Your
Supports With Afford
Allied Health
• Psychologist - Develop behaviour
management strategies and social
skills
• Occupational Therapist - Assess,
help develop and improve ability to
perform tasks
• Speech Therapist - Assess
communication needs, language,
oral or swallowing skills and develop
strategies to support needs

Support Coordination
• Maximise your NDIS funding and
supports
• Get expert advice
• Achieve positive outcomes for
your family

School Leaver Support
• Transition from school to suitable,
sustainable employment
• Explore employment opportunities
• Develop work skills and confidence
• Build on social skills

Contact customer care on:
1300 233 673
www.afford.com.au

DISABILITYEXPO

welcome

I am thrilled to welcome everyone to our second Source Kids Disability Expo in Brisbane. After a very successful
expo in 2018, we decided to bring the event back to Brisbane this year! The expo brings together the latest
products, services, technology and information under the one roof for the two-day event.
We’ll be showcasing over 100 exhibitors and sponsors, along with some amazing, knowledgeable and inspiring
speakers – all focused on giving people with a disability and their families, carers and professionals the opportunity
to find and try out products and talk with providers at a crucial time in their NDIS planning process.
There will also be Try and Test, Activity, Games, Sensory and Performance Zones at the expo, providing
entertainment, activities, quiet spaces and the opportunity to road test a range of equipment and products on a
range of surfaces.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Source Kids team, particularly Naomi Sirianni, for their relentless
enthusiasm and passion in making this event such a wonderful success.
I would also like to acknowledge and thank our sponsors, exhibitors and speakers for their support of this event.
Without these wonderful businesses and individuals, we could not have delivered such a comprehensive and
inclusive event for those attending.
I hope that everyone enjoys the expo and has the opportunity to
explore, find, test, see and be inspired by what is on offer.

Emma

Support our official charity partner
Children’s Medical Research Institute
by donating at the event to help find
cures for children's genetic diseases.

Emma Price, CEO/Founder Source Kids

Follow

Source Kids

Follow us on Instagram or our Facebook event page
during the expo for all the latest event updates and news

$ @sourcekidsmagazine ! @sourcekids

www.sourcekids.com.au
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Early Childhood Early Intervention –
your connection for a brighter start

If you have a child aged 0-6 with a disability or developmental delay living in
Logan City, Redland City, Brisbane City or Moreton Bay Regional Council areas
please give us a call to see how we can assist.

When that moment comes, we’re here.

1300 00 ECEI (3234)
benevolent.ecei@ndis.gov.au

ndis.gov.au/ecei
A1088

As the NDIS Early Childhood Partner in the Community, we provide parents
with the knowledge, skills and support to enhance their child’s development
and ability to participate actively in their communities.

ACTIVITIES,
PERFORMANCES
AND ZONES

We will have a number of activities
throughout the venue across the
two days to entertain the whole
family – young and old!

PERFORMANCE ZONE
Our Performance Zone will bring you some fantastic performances,
demonstrations and activities to join in with. In between performances
it makes a fabulous chill out zone to relax and lounge about! Here is
our performance timetable:

FRIDAY, 5 JULY
10.00am

Timothy Lachlan
– WCMX & Adaptive Skate Australia:
Take a ride in wheelchair sport
(in Games Zone in front of Speaker Zone)

10.00am

Active8 – Participate in drumming
(Performance Zone stage)

12.00 noon

Lah-Lah’s Big Live Band
(Performance Zone stage)

SATURDAY, 6 JULY

LAH-LAH’S
BIG LIVE BAND

COME AND MEET LAH-LAH
AND BUZZ FOR A SPECIAL
MUSICAL WORKSHOP!

10.00am

CPL Screech Arts – Charlie
(in Games Zone in front of Speaker Zone)

Meet Lah-Lah and Buzz, stars of ABC Kids
as they join Source Kids in two very special
interactive musical workshops.

10.00am

Active8 – Yoga to ease the mind
(Performance Zone stage)

12.00 noon

Lah-Lah’s Big Live Band
(Performance Zone stage)

Lah-Lah is all about introducing kids to music and
musical instruments. Lah-Lah and Buzz will sing, dance
and best of all meet you and your family for a very
special musical photo with Lola the Dancing Double
Bass! Sing high and low, fast and slow and play some
stop and go musical games. These special musical
shows with Lah-Lah and Buzz will be held on both
Friday 5 July and Saturday 6 July at 12.00 noon on the
Performance Zone stage (spaces limited).

SPEAKER
ZONE
Our Speaker Zone is
located at the back-left
hand side of the exhibition
hall near the café. For full
details of our Speaker
Program and speaker
profiles, check out pages
12-17.

www.sourcekids.com.au

FACE PAINTING
Who doesn’t love some bright coloured paint and glitter
on their faces with pictures of their favourite animal,
superhero, fairy, flowers or butterflies? Our favourite face
painter Bec from Wonderland Face-paint and Make-up will
be at the expo ready to create some magic.

DISABILITYEXPO
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TIMOTHY LACHLAN – WCMX &
ADAPTIVE SKATE AUSTRALIA: TAKE A
RIDE IN WHEELCHAIR SPORT
WCMX and Adaptive Skate Australia is a new wheelchair
sport similar to BMX and skating. Riders use their
wheelchair in place of a board or bike to perform tricks
and ride ramps.
Timothy Lachlan, the founder of WCMX and Adaptive
Skate Australia was born with hypertonia and hypermobility from the waist down, meaning the joints and
muscles in his legs are floppy.
He started riding WCMX when he was 12 and has been
doing so ever since. Some of his personal achievements
include being the first Australian to land a wheelchair
backflip, hosting numerous clinics and demos and
studying occupational therapy so that he can use this
awesome sport to encourage independence and strength
in his very own clients.
WCMX has opened up a world of opportunities for
Timothy, it has allowed him to travel the world and change
people's' perceptions of wheelchairs and disability. WCMX
is what he lives for! What a go-getter!

ACTIVITY ZONE
The Hart Sport Activity Zone will be decked
out with a range of fun soft fall equipment
and activities to entertain the kids. Located
on the left-hand side of the exhibition hall
the Activity Zone will be available during all
opening hours of the expo.

ACTIVE8 – PARTICIPATE IN
DRUMMING
When you hear the beat of the drum, come
and join this inclusive drumming and creative
dance tribe as we celebrate the unique
contribution that each of us makes. This
drumming activity will be delivered by Active8*.

ACTIVE8 – YOGA TO EASE THE MIND

GAMES ZONES
We have two Game
Zones set up (on the
right-hand side wall
of the exhibition hall
next to the Sensory
Zone and in the
back-left hand side
just outside of the
café and Speaker
Zone). With a range
of fun giant games
and activities to
enjoy, the kids will
be entertained while
you rest your legs
and recharge in
between exploring
our exhibitors.

www.sourcekids.com.au

Come and experience the compassion, energy and fun of A8’s Yogacise and
TheraYoga programs which have been developed to support behaviour
regulation, anxiety, stress and sensory processing. This yoga session will be
delivered by Active8*.

*Active Eight (A8) is a leading Australian intervention service for
children and adolescents with disabilities, neuro-muscular conditions,
development delays and autism. Currently supporting over 1000
Queensland families each year to activate and grow to their full social,
emotional and physical potential, A8's holistic and multi-disciplinary
offering includes physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech
pathology, psychology, exercise physiology and yoga therapy. A8
also offers over 20 inclusive therapy supported programs across four
campuses in Toowong, Brisbane.

DISABILITYEXPO
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Let CPL and Mylestones
help you & your family
chase the best in life.
Whether it’s allied health
and early intervention or
employment support,
we’re here to help.

Visit us at cpl.org.au
or mylestones.org.au

REUSABLE CONTINENCE SOLUTIONS

SWIM
SHORTS

WATERPROOF
BEDDING

ONESIES
BODY SUITS

Australia’s leading innovator & creator of washable & reusable
continence products & continence solutions

8

nightnday.com.au
gday@nightnday.com.au
02 9531 2011
proudly celebrating 30 years
DISABILITYEXPO

BRISBANE 5th - 6th JULY, 2019

CPL SCREECH ARTS – CHARLIE
Play, laugh and connect.
Through ‘Charlie’, Screech Arts aims to create
an immersive world where you can escape
and indulge in a bit of fun. Our eccentric
characters will transport you into a zany
world where play is celebrated, and highly
encouraged, and meaningful connections
are built with play and laughter. Screech
Arts is an initiative of CPL – Choice, Passion
Life, an innovative and inclusive performing
arts school for creative spirits of all ages and
abilities. Screecharts.org.au

SENSORY ZONE
Come and explore the sensory
wonderland filled with all the latest
sensory equipment and products
available. This space has kindly been
created by Giveability and is a great
space for the kids to relax and fulfil their
sensory needs before setting off again
for more exploring around the expo.
The Sensory Zone will be open during
opening hours on both event days.

LIBERTY SWING
We will be bringing the joy of
swinging to every heart! We’ll have
the Liberty Swing available at the
expo thanks to Variety Queensland
– the world’s safest and most
recognised swing for children and
adults in wheelchairs. The Liberty
Swing will be free to use and located
on the right-hand side wall of the
exhibition hall.

TRY AND TEST ZONE
Come and test out a range of equipment
at the expo in our Try and Test Zone.
The Zone will feature a range of surfaces
including carpet, grass, pebbles, bark and
a ramp/step for you to test out products
before making your purchase decision. This
Zone will be open during all opening hours
on both event days, please speak with any
exhibitors about trialling equipment in this
space during the expo.

www.sourcekids.com.au
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FIRST AID

FEMALE
TOILETS

MALE
TOILETS

MAIN ENTRANCE

■ Blue Sponsors

■ 3m x 3m Booth Space

■ Pink Sponsors

■ 2m x 2m Table Space

■ Green Sponsors

■ Vehicle Space

i

Source Kids
info desk

Disabled
toilets

Female
toilets

First Aid

Male
toilets

EXHIBITOR LIST

EXHIBITOR

BLUE SPONSORS
EXHIBITOR
Afford
The Benevolent Society
TLC Disability Services

TABLES

GREEN SPONSORS

SITE NO.
4
1
7

SITE NO.

Ability8
5
Body Socks
59
Illume Learning
60
Providers Choice
26
Sunrise Medical
34 & 35
The Carers Foundation
6
Wesley Mission Queensland
& Active Eight
27-28
Xavier
17

PINK SPONSORS
EXHIBITOR
AEIOU
Autism Queensland
CPL
Night N Day
Permobil
Sleep Corp

SITE NO.
11
15
14
125
92-93
18
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EXHIBITOR

SITE NO.
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TLC Disability Services
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SITE NO.
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BOOTHS
EXHIBITOR

SITE NO.

Ability8
5
AEIOU
11
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4
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32
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15
Avant Innovations
79
Bcause (Bendigo Adelaide Bank) 40
Beachwheelchairs Australia 46 & 49
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48
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Brightsky
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51
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14
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24
DeJay Medical
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Ems for Kids
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3
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Mogo Wheelchairs
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My Time
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Providers Choice
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52
60
112
76-77
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12-13
8
64-65
41
16
62
31
72
44
109
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2
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38
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83-84
50
88
85
125
63
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92-93
90
55
26

Pure Earth International
39
Ruby & Ollies
73
Second Skin
9
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47
Sleep Corp
18
Source Kids
106
Specialcise
115
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53
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101
Special Needs Solutions
19-21
Springfree Trampolines
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Sunrise Medical
34 & 35
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10
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1
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6
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25
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43
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97
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7
Travel Without Limits
81
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VIP Access
29
Well & Able
82
Wesley Mission Queensland
& Active Eight
27-28
Wholesome Blends
94
Xavier
17
Young Minds Health &
Development Network
110
Your Choice Supports
124

SPEAKER PROGRAM

KEY INFORMATION
FIRST AID

Friday, 5 July
Time

Presentation and speaker

10.30am

Early Childhood Early Intervention
in Action - working with families and
community in the new NDIS environment
Petrina Thompson – The Benevolent Society

11.00am

The role of the LAC in planning and
plan reviews
Jocelyn Wills – Carers Queensland

BREAK
1.30pm

2.00pm

Fergus & Delilah – a response to
advocacy and inclusion

INFORMATION/ASSISTANCE

Presentation and speaker

10.30am

Black lines, podiums and everything
in between
Brenden Hall
The importance of hope, resilience
and family
Cheryl Koenig

BREAK
A sibling’s journey
Rebecca Woods
Safety within your vehicle
Peter Greig – Brazier Mobility
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Change facilities - we have a temporary
change facility set up in the back right-hand
corner of the exhibition hall with accessible
change facilities (as marked on floor plan).

Live demonstration – the latest
equipment releases on stage

Time

2.00pm

Disability toilets - can be located inside
the Exhibition Hall in the café area as well as
temporary disability toilets in the back righthand corner of the exhibition hall (as marked
on floor plan).

Míša Alexander & Erin Buie

Saturday, 6 July

1.30pm

TOILETS/CHANGE FACILITIES

Male/female facilities –can be located in
the café area, at the front of the exhibition
hall and outside the hall on the concourse.

Demonstrations by Astris PME, Dejay,
Medifab, Special Needs Solutions and
Sunrise Medical

11.00am

First Aid is located in the front of the
exhibition hall (to the right of entry), see floor
plan on pages 10 and 11 and look for signage
to locate. We have trained paramedics in
attendance at all times the expo is open to
the public and can assist with any concerns
or medical issues.

DISABILITYEXPO

Visit the Source Kids information desk
inside the entrance or locate a Source Kids
Volunteer wearing a black Source Kids t-shirt
and volunteer lanyard, volunteers will be
within the exhibition hall across the two
days. If you are unable to locate a volunteer,
please visit the registration area at the front
of the exhibition hall, which will be manned
at all times.

WATER
We have provided chilled water throughout
the exhibition hall which is free for attendees
to grab a cup and keep hydrated during the
event.

INTERPRETERS
Interpreter services are provided throughout
the speaker program with reserved seating
provided at the front right-hand side of stage
(reserved seats will be marked with signs).

ATM
ATMs can be found in two locations near
Exhibition Hall 1, where the expo is taking
place:
1. Great Hall Concourse
2. Hall 4 Concourse
BRISBANE 5th - 6th JULY, 2019

Contemporary, comfortable, reliable and
easy to use bedding & continence products

US
SEE ND
A
T
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Creating a lifetime
of opportunities for
children with autism
If you care for a young child with autism, AEIOU Foundation can help.
AEIOU is a leading provider of autism-specific early intervention for children
aged 2-6 years. Contact us for more information, for a tour of your local
centre, or for advice about navigating the NDIS.

Visit aeiou.org.au or phone 1300 273 435

The chair that
grows with you.

www.permobil.com.au
info.au@permobil.com

ABOUT OUR SPEAKERS
Speaker Program hosted by
Rachel Williams

FRIDAY 5 JULY
Petrina Thompson – The Benevolent Society
Early Childhood Early Intervention in Action - working with families and
community in the new NDIS environment
Petrina Thompson trained as a Primary School teacher in the late 1980s and for the last 16 years
she has worked with vulnerable families experiencing addiction, violence, geographic isolation
and families with children who have disability and delays. In working with these families Petrina
has used the principals of early intervention. Petrina has been working in Early Childhood Early
Intervention, with Early Childhood Partners of the NDIS and is currently the Manager for The
Benevolent Society Easley Childhood Early Intervention, Brisbane North and South.

Jocelyn Wills – Carers Queensland
The role of the LAC in planning and plan reviews
Jocelyn joined Carers Queensland in 2011 as the State Coordinator for the Better Start for Children
with Disability Program and became the General Manager responsible for the LAC program on
the January 1, 2017. Prior to her time at Carers Queensland she worked for Red Cross, Brisbane
City Council and Disability Employment organisations. Jocelyn is passionate about leadership,
developing a positive organisational culture for staff and providing a high-quality service to people
with disability, their families, and the community.

Míša Alexander & Erin Knutt – Fergus Delilah
Fergus & Delilah – a response to advocacy and inclusion
Míša Alexander and Erin Knutt created Fergus & Delilah, a children’s book that is changing a
generation’s view on disabilities.
Míša has worked as a graphic designer and illustrator for over 20 years in various studios around
Australia as well as internationally for the United Nations as part of the Electoral Commission in
East Timor and Afghanistan. Human rights has always interested her and now having a child with a
disability she feels more compelled to take action and make a change in our society. Míša has now
embarked on completing her Masters in Human Rights and advocates for children with a disability
as she is inspired by the need for more inclusive schools and communities.
Erin has a Bachelor of Primary Education and currently is a Special Needs Teacher in the Far North
Coast, NSW. She has been working with children over the last 15 years in a variety of teaching
settings, and as a mother of two young children she recognises the power of using picture books in
early education.

Live demonstration – the latest equipment releases on stage
In this demonstration, representatives from the following organisations will be releasing and
demonstrating the features of the latest disability equipment and aids that have been released
bringing us the latest and the greatest!
• Astris PME
• Dejay
• Medifab
• Special Needs Solutions
• Sunrise Medical

www.sourcekids.com.au
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Body Socks

ability8

R

www.ability8.com.au
info@ability8.com.au

Your Disability Care App
Everything in One Place
ability8 is a personalised way to manage day-to-day
disability care. The App has been designed to allow you to
store all your important information in one place, as well
as manage daily-life routines, personal care, medications
and much more. With 3 simple plans, there will be one
that suits your needs, ability8 is the solution.
“One of my favourite things about the Ability8 App is the budget
and planning for a NDIS plan, the calendar which allows everyone
to see what is going on and having it all in the one place. The
customer service is also fantastic.” - Jenny

0490 848 908
Facebook/ability8

ABOUT OUR SPEAKERS
SATURDAY 6TH JULY
Brenden Hall
Black lines, podiums and everything in between
Since making his international swimming debut at the 2007 Arafura Games, Brenden Hall has
competed in three Paralympic Games, two Commonwealth Games and three Pan Pacific Para
Championships. Six years after being the youngest male on the Dolphins swimming team at the
2008 Beijing Games, Hall was awarded an OAM for service to sport as a gold medallist at the
London 2012 Paralympic Games. In a career spanning more than a decade, the Queenslander
has amassed an impressive total of 17 gold, seven silver and seven bronze medals across his
international events.

Cheryl Koenig
The importance of hope, resilience and family
Cheryl Koenig is a Sydney-based writer and motivational speaker, and in 2009 Cheryl was named
NSW Woman of the Year, and in 2014 received the Medal of the Order of Australia for service to
people with disabilities, their families and carers. Her involvement with disability services arose
out of caring and advocacy for her son, Jono, who was severely injured in a vehicle accident. Cheryl
continues to volunteer her time to improve health care services, which she combines with her
passion for writing.
Cheryl has developed a high profile as a speaker to a diversity of organisations and audiences from
community groups to being a keynote speaker at the University of New South Wales Graduation
Ceremony. Cheryl devotes much of her public speaking to advocating for the disability arena and
the rights of carers. Cheryl is married with two adult sons and is the devoted grandmother of two
grandchildren.

Rebecca Woods
A sibling’s journey
Rebecca Woods is a registered Osteopath who started at Newcastle Osteopathy in 2019. She
has a Bachelor of Clinical Science and Masters in Osteopathic Medicine. Previous to studying
Osteopathy, Bec was a Professional Surfer on the Women’s World Tour from 2005-2013, competing
for nine consecutive years in the elite top 17. She attributes much of her unique journey to her
upbringing in a large family and being the sibling of someone with a disability. Bec now explores
the many approaches to healthcare and has interest in holistic medicine, disability and treatment
approaches, injury diagnosis, prevention, recovery, diet, sports science and fitness. She also has
interests in women’s health, pregnancy, headaches and of course surfing.

Peter Greig – Brazier Mobility
Safety within your vehicle
Peter purchased Les Brazier Special Vehicles in 2007, which now trades as Brazier Mobility.
After a long career including studying an Accountancy Diploma, working with the ANZ Banking
Group and General Motors as a Credit Manager and running the Dealer Financing Network it’s no
wonder Peter knows his vehicles inside and out. Peter has built a solid business that employs 14
staff members and has manufactured around 1000 lowered floor vehicles and has supplied and
installed over 650 sets of hand controls, assisting those living with a disability with the freedom of
vehicle transport.

www.sourcekids.com.au
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Wesley Mission Queensland
(WMQ), Hummingbird House
& Active Eight (A8) provide a
range of supports for NDIS
participants across South East
Queensland.
Our friendly team can support you in
meeting goals relating to therapy,
personal care, community participation,
creative pursuits, work readiness training
and accommodation.
A8 offers 20+ inclusive programs
encompassing eight therapy disciplines.

Visit our stands
#34 & #35
to arrange
your free
demonstration

Hummingbird House Hospice offers
support and therapies in a home like
environment for children with life limiting
illnesses.
WMQ’s ORCA Project is a flagship
Work Readiness program for school
leavers wanting meaningful work.
We’re here to support every
Queensland family in life’s smallest
and biggest moments.
activeeight.com.au I hummingbirdhouse.org.au I wmq.org.au

New to...

Contact us for more information:
Phone: (02) 9678 6600
Fax: (02) 9423 6969
Email: marketing@sunrisemedical.com.au

www.sunrisemedical.com.au

WHO CARES FOR CARERS?
The Carers Foundation Australia
is passionate about caring for family
carers and offers unique wellness
programs to restore physical,
emotional and mental health,
at no cost to eligible Carers.

Provider Choice is launching Australia’s
first online marketplace and
management platform to make your
NDIS experience easier.
At www.ProviderChoice.com.au you’ll be able to:
• Find quality service providers near you.
• Buy services & products.
• Manage your NDIS budget, calendar appointments,
invoices and documents.
• Share your experiences with a community
of people just like you.
• Prepare for your plan review.

Sign up today at www.ProviderChoice.com.au!

We specialise in wellness programs
for parents of children with special
needs. We are also passionate
about supporting young or sibling
carers from 13 years old.

The Carers Foundation Australia is the only charity in
Australia that fund-raises to offer three day wellness
programs for Carers from the ages of 13 years.
CONTACT US

07 3289 4552
info@thecarersfoundation.org
www.thecarersfoundation.org
REGISTER AT

www.thecarersfoundation.org/register
TAX DEDUCTABLE DONATIONS

Like our socials for program dates

www.thecarersfoundation.org/donate
carersfoundation

youngcarersaustralia

thecarersfoundation

wecare4carers

thank you

TO ALL OF OUR VALUED
SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

BLUE SPONSORS

PINK SPONSORS

GREEN SPONSORS

ability8

www.ability8.com.au
info@ability8.com.au

Your Disability Care App
Everything in One Place
is a personalised
way to manage
day-to-day
THANKability8
YOU ALSO
TO THE FOLLOWING
ORGANISATIONS:
disability care. The App has been designed to allow you to
store all your important information in one place, as well
as manage daily-life routines, personal care, medications
and much more. With 3 simple plans, there will be one
that suits your needs, ability8 is the solution.

ACTIVITY ZONE
“One of my favourite things about the Ability8 App is the budget
and planning for a NDIS plan, the calendar which allows everyone
to see what is going on and having it all in the one place. The
OFFICIAL EVENT CHARITY PARTNER
customer service is also fantastic.” - Jenny

0490 848 908
Facebook/ability8

CUBBY HOUSES

LIBERTY SWING

SENSORY ZONE

FACE PAINTING

TRAVEL PACKAGES &
COORDINATION

Subnscorwib! e
AND HAVE SOURCE KIDS DELIVERED
RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!

SUBSCRIBE FOR JUST $35
12MTH/4 ISSUES PER YEAR

RELEVANT, RELIABLE + POSITIVE INFORMATION AT EVERY
STAGE OF YOUR CHILD’S JOURNEY.

Visit www.sourcekids.com.au to subscribe

SUBSCRIBE
BEFORE
JULY 12 AND
GET ONE
FREE ISSUE

